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Abstract This deliverable provides an overview of the whole-
body control strategies proposed within the frame-
work of the CoDyCo project for balancing by means
of compliant contacts. We first recall the general
structure of the whole-body controller used in the
CoDyCo project. This controller is written as a
quadratic multi-objective optimization problem un-
der linear constraints and priorities between the ob-
jectives can be dealt with through strict of soft hi-
erarchy. This controller has to be modified in order
to deal with compliant cases and two cases are then
distinguished. In the first one, no model of the en-
vironment is assumed to be known and an adaptive
force regulation task is added in order to account for
the compliance of the environment. In the second
case, a contact model is supposed to be known and
using that knowledge a control strategy is derived.
This deliverable is strongly related to Deliverable 5.3
[1] which discusses the technical details and choices
for the implementation of the year-3 validation sce-
nario.
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1 Introduction

Under-actuated robots, such as free-floating humanoid robots, usually need to make contacts
with their environments to achieve some goal directed whole-body movements. Most
researches on whole-body control assume that the environment of the robot is rigid. This
means that no adaptation to the environment compliance is needed for controllers. In reality,
there is no completely rigid surface even if in practice we can assume a surface to be rigid
if it is stiff enough (i.e. deflection is negligible). Unfortunately, many objects in human
environments cannot be considered as stiff enough and their compliance has to be accounted
for (e.g. a soft cushion, a sofa, a yoga carpet). Indeed, a controller that does not take
into account the compliant properties of the contact material may not be sufficient: the
compliance of the contact has to be considered by the controller, otherwise the robot may
fail to properly balance and fall over. For example, pushing too weakly against a compliant
object may not provide the robot with enough reaction forces to support its whole-body tasks.
The problem is complex as the rigidity of the object in contact is unknown a priori to robotic
controllers, which is usually the case in many scenarios.

The humanoid whole-body control problem has been addressed by different types of whole-
body controllers, using analytical approaches [2, 3, 4], constrained quadratic programming
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9], or a mixture of them [10, 11]. These controllers are either developed for rigid
environments, or validated only in rigid contact scenarios. In general, a valid set of contact
forces during whole-body task control can be found by solving a multi-objective problem with
a set of elementary task objectives as well as constraints, such as whole-body dynamics,
friction cone constraints for non-sliding contacts, and linear complementarity conditions
[12, 9, 7, 8], which implies zero relative motions between two bodies in contact when normal
contact force is non-negative. In the case of rigid contact with static environment, the linear
complementarity condition implies two constraints: (i) the motion of the contact point is
zero and (ii) the contact force along the normal to the contact surface is non-negative. The
zero motion constraint may not necessarily be true in the case of non-rigid contacts, since the
velocities or accelerations of contact points may be non-zero, although the relative motion
between the two contact points remains zero. In this case, hybrid control methods [13]
that control forces and motions in orthogonal directions are not applicable. Therefore, the
controller should take into account the dynamic relation between the contact point position
and the contact force, rather than just control the contact force alone.

Such physical interaction dynamics is taken into account in impedance control [14] with
the idea of controlling the relation between the contact point motion and the reaction
force. Traditional impedance control [14, 15, 16] computes the target impedance of the
robot according to the estimated impedance of the environment, which requires high quality
measurement of interaction forces. In [17, 18], learning approaches are applied to optimize
the robot impedance. Such approaches do not require interaction force sensing and can be
adaptable to variable environment impedance. However, the application of such approaches
in the context of humanoid balance control with non-rigid contacts is not suitable. First,
these methods rely on trajectory-based learning and adaptation algorithms, whereas there
is not necessarily a reference motion trajectory for each support contact in the whole-body
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balancing context considered here. Furthermore, they need to explore the entire state-action
space if a globally optimal solution is to be found, which is impossible for high dimensional
robots such as humanoids.

The problem of humanoid balance control with deformable contact support was addressed
in [19], which proposed a posture planning approach assuming that the contact material
properties are known. Compliant contacts between robots and their environments have been
studied by some researchers in other areas such as grasping [20] and animated characters [21].
However, there has not been much research efforts on balancing legged robots on compliant
surfaces.

This deliverable provides an overview of the whole-body control strategies proposed within
the framework of the CoDyCo project for balancing by means of compliant contacts. It is
organized as follows. We first recall the general structure of the whole-body controller used
in the CoDyCo project. This controller is written as a quadratic multi-objective optimization
problem under linear constraints and priorities between the objectives can be dealt with through
strict of soft hierarchy. This controller has to be modified in order to deal with compliant cases
and two cases are then distinguished. In the first one, no model of the environment is assumed
to be known and an adaptive force regulation task is added to the original “rigid contact”
controller in order to account for the compliance of the environment. In the second case, a
contact model is supposed to be known and using that knowledge a control strategy is derived.

2 General structure of the whole-body controller in the
CoDyCo project

Even though it is not often formulated as such, control of dynamical systems is an optimization
problem. Within the framework of the CoDyCo project, the whole-body controller is written
as a quadratic multi-objective optimization problem under linear constraints where priorities
between the objectives can be dealt with through strict of soft hierarchy. Deliverable 3.1 [22]
exposes the reasons why it is preferable to express controllers in this way. The logic behind
this choice can be briefly summarized in a very straightforward way:

1. the equation of motion and joint space to task spaces mappings can be written as equal-
ities but they are not sufficient to describe the overall dynamics and physical behaviour
of a robot.

2. Indeed, other intrinsic physical constraint have to be accounted for at the joint level
as well as in Cartesian space. These constraints do not solely describe relationships
between physical quantities but also limits which cannot (control input saturation) or
should never be crossed in order to maintain the robot and its environment in proper
working conditions.

3. Theses limits translate into inequalities.

4. Assuming a convex solution space, the optimal solution of the control problem lie at the
boundary of the feasible (constraint compliant) solution space.
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5. Finding the optimal solution thus boils down to finding the active constraint set, i.e. on
which boundary it lies.

6. Optimization problem solvers are designed to optimally choose this subset of constraints
that should be considered when computing the optimal solution of the control problem.

7. The strong mathematical background in convex optimization is such that optimization
based methods mostly outperform analytical methods attempting to heuristically activate
constraints.

2.1 Formulation

Based on this formulation choice, the reactive control problem aims at finding at each control
instant the actuation torque minimizing T (X), some tasks related function to minimize, given
the equation of motion of the multi-body system as well as other equality and inequality
constraints. This can be written

τ ∗ = argmin
X

T (X) (1a)

subject to M(q)ν̇ + C(q, ν)ν +G(q) = Bτ +
nc∑

k=1

J>Ck(q)fk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J>(q)f

(1b)

A(q, ν)X = b(q, ν) (1c)

D(q, ν)X ≤ h(q, ν) (1d)

where:

• τ ∈ Rn is the internal actuation torque with n + 1 the number of rigid bodies – called
links – connected by n actuated joints with one degree of freedom each.

• q ∈ R3×SO(3)×Rn is the generalized coordinates that parametrizes the configuration
of the free-floating system. q is a triplet composed of the origin and orientation of the
base frame expressed in the inertial frame

(IpB, IRB
)

and the n joint angles qj.

• ν ∈ Rn+6 is the system velocity, a triplet concatenating the floating-base twist(I ṗB,I ωB
)

and the joint velocities q̇j.

• J(q) =
[
J>C1(q) . . . J

>
Ck(q)

]>
is the contact Jacobian matrix for all k contact points.

• f =
[
f>1 . . . f>k

]>
is the vector of external contact wrenches applied by the environ-

ment on the links.

• X = (ν̇, τ, f) gathers the dynamic variables of the multi-body system.

• M ∈ R(n+6)×(n+6) is the mass matrix.

• C ∈ R(n+6)×(n+6) is the Coriolis and centrifugal effects matrix.
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• G ∈ Rn+6 is the gravity term.

• B = (0n×6, 1n)> is a selection matrix.

• A(q, ν)X = b(q, ν) gathers kinematics constraints related to the velocity of the contact
points.

• D(q, ν)X ≤ h(q, ν) gathers inequality constraints related to joint limits (position and
velocity), control input saturation, contact forces (existence and friction limits) and
potentially obstacle avoidance.

2.2 Dealing with multiple objectives

The control problem is often multi-objective and the tasks-related function T (X) can actually
be written

T (X) = T (λ1, T1(X), λ2, T2(X), . . . , λnt , Tnt(X)) (2)

where Ti(X) is the i-th task among nt operational tasks to be achieved with Ji(q) its associated
task Jacobian and λi its priority level. Ti is generally of three types:

• Operational space acceleration Ti = Ji(q)ν̇ + J̇i(qt, ν)ν − ẍd
• Joint space acceleration Ti = ν̇ − ν̇d
• Operational space force Ti = fCi − fd

Ci

(3)

where ẍd, ν̇d and fd
Ci are desired Cartesian space acceleration, configuration space acceleration

and contact wrench respectively, the desired value itself being the outcome of some higher
level control architecture (Proportional–Derivative–Integral regulators and/or Momentum
regulators and/or Model Predicitve Controllers and/or Trajectory planners providing a
feedfoward reference, etc).

Ti usually appears in T under the form of a weighted, euclidean norm thus leading to a
quadratic cost associated to each task. This quadratic form and the linearity of the constraints
allows to resort to the convex optimization techniques, more particularly Linear Quadratic
Programs. Then, depending of the type of retained prioritization scheme, the optimization
problem 1 can be solved:

1. at once using a single LQP and soft prioritization where T is written as a weighted sum
of quadratic costs and where λs play the role of weights for each task, see [23, 24] for
examples;

2. using a cascade of LQPs thus inducing strict prioritization between tasks (in that case
λs are used to defined a lexicographic order), see [9, 25, 26] for examples;

3. using a representation able to convey both soft and strict prioritization, see [27, 28].
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2.3 Direct and two-stage whole-body control approaches

In CoDyCo, these three types of prioritization scheme coexist and are used indifferently as
they allow to produce very similar types of behaviours1. A distinction has still to be made
between two ways to approach the whole-body control problem.

The first, direct, approach does not separate the problem of computing the contact forces
from the one of computing the joint torques. Given some task space desired acceleration
(among which a center of mass one), the resolution of the control problem described by
Equation (1) directly provides the optimal torques. The contact forces come as a by-product
of the problem resolution. This approach has the very nice property of being able to account
for the all constraints in a straightforward way. Its drawback is that it hides some of the
essence of the balance control problem and while it may be preferable to use such a solution
for practical implementation, a two-stage solution may be preferred to ease the analysis of
the system (for example in terms of its controllability).

The second, two-stage approach, uses contact forces as intermediate controls and first
compute the desired contact forces given the desired acceleration of the center of mass. This
can be done using the Newton-Euler equation for the floating-base system, written at the
center of mass of the system. It can be written

(
m(ẍ− g)

Ḣω

)
=

nc∑

k=1

(
13 03×3

S(pCk − x) 13

)
fk

︸ ︷︷ ︸
XCf

(4)

where m is the total mass of the system, x ∈ R3 is the position of the center of mass
expressed in the inertial frame, Ḣω is the derivative of the angular momentum, g is the
acceleration induced by gravity expressed in the inertial frame, pCk is the k-contact point and
S(u) ∈ R3×3 is the skew-symmetric matrix such that S(u)v = u × v, where × denotes the
cross product operator in R3.

Equation (4) plainly displays the relation between contact wrenches and the dynamics
of the center of mass and f can be computed based on it in order to achieve some desired
center of mass linear acceleration ẍd and to maintain the angular momentum null (by choosing
Ḣω = 0). The solution for f can be computed using an LQP as well. This allows to account for
inequality constraints related to friction. Given these desired contact forces, the whole-body
control problem can then be solved using the general formulation provided by Equation (1).
This control approach, often referred as momentum-based balance controller, has extensively
been used in the recent years [29, 30, 31] and is the one used in the CoDyCo demonstrations.

The next sections describe how this generic controller structure can be exploited and
adapted to deal with compliant contacts.

1A formal comparison of their intrinsic properties is out of the scope of this deliverable but would constitute
a work of interest for the community
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Figure 1: Examples of balancing on non-rigid contacts during whole-body task execution.

3 Balancing on compliant contacts: model-free control
approach

When robots evolve in partially known environments, model-based control approaches re-
quires to incrementally, through experience, modify existing models or build new ones (see
Deliverable 4.2 [32] for details on learning of tasks with multiple contacts by imitation and re-
inforcement learning). While models evolve, the robot still needs to be able to act accordingly,
or at least without failure, in this, partially known, environment. Providing an adaptive control
approach, not relying on a compliance model, in order to adapt the whole-body motions of
humanoid robots to unknown rigidity properties of the environment is thus of interest.

3.1 Summary of the contribution

The work described hereafter was published in [33] and is dedicated to whole-body balancing,
and more generally whole-body control, with non-rigid, unilateral, frictional support contacts,
for example, standing on a soft ground, or pushing against a compliant support contact with
one hand while reaching for an object far away with the other hand (see Fig.1). The problems
of the manipulation of compliant objects and the handling of unexpected disturbance forces
are beyond the scope of this work. Moreover, the proposed control approach does not handle
anticipatory aspects of balance, but it provides a reactive mechanism to maintain balance
while multiple motion and contact tasks are being performed in a compliant environment.

The contribution of this work consists in a reactive controller for whole-body balancing
of humanoid robots performing whole-body tasks in unknown compliant environments. As
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the motions and forces at support contacts are related to whole-body task executions,
their reference trajectories are unavailable a priori. Therefore, this approach focuses on the
regulation of contact forces in a reactive way. It reacts to the motions of non-rigid contacts
in real-time during whole-body movements, with the aim of establishing contact equilibrium
quickly.

A frictional non-rigid contact model is proposed both for simulation and for control. The
model parameters of the non-rigid environment are unknown to the controller. The force
regulation approach does not try to estimate the impedance parameters of the environment,
but it regulates contact forces by reacting to environment motions directly. This reactive
control approach is embedded in an optimization based multi-task controller of type (1),
which has been used to achieve whole-body control of humanoid robots in rigid environments.
However, the reactive principle of the approach proposed here is general and can also be
applied in many other whole-body controllers to handle non-rigid support contacts. Examples
using this approach are provided, where a humanoid robot performs reaching and stepping
actions in a non-rigid environment. Further research directions related to this approach are
also presented. Details can be found in the paper hereafter included.

3.2 Reactive whole-body control for humanoid balancing on non-
rigid unilateral contacts
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Reactive whole-body control for humanoid balancing on non-rigid
unilateral contacts

Mingxing Liu and Vincent Padois

Abstract— Humanoid robots are expected to act in human
environments, where some of the contacts can be non-rigid. A
fairly large amount of work has been devoted to the whole-body
control of humanoids under rigid contacts, but few of them
take into account non-rigid contacts. Indeed, the handling of
unknown compliant contacts to achieve goal directed actions
and whole-body balance remains a challenge. This paper
addresses this problem by proposing a control mechanism that
solves whole-body tasks under non-rigid contacts. It is a reactive
control approach that automatically regulates contact forces
and whole-body motions based on the motion of contact points
without the awareness of the rigidity properties of the contact
material. Verification of this approach is conducted through
experiments on the iCub humanoid robot in simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under-actuated robots, such as free-floating humanoid
robots, usually need to make contacts with their environ-
ments to achieve some goal directed whole-body move-
ments. Most researches on whole-body control assume that
the environment of a robot is rigid. This means that no
adaptation to the environment compliance is needed for
controllers. However, many objects in human environment
can be compliant (e.g. a soft cushion, a sofa, a yoga carpet).
In this case, a controller that does not take into account the
rigidity properties of the contact material is not sufficient.
For example, pushing too strongly against a rigid object
may result in damages to the robot or the environment;
and pushing too weakly against a compliant object may not
provide the robot with enough reaction forces to support
its whole-body tasks. The problem becomes more complex
when the rigidity of the object in contact is unknown a priori
to robotic controllers, which is usually the case in many
scenarios.

This paper aims at adapting whole-body motions of hu-
manoid robots to unknown rigidity properties of the envi-
ronment. This work is dedicated to whole-body balancing,
and more generally whole-body control, with non-rigid,
unilateral, frictional support contacts, for example, standing
on a soft ground, or pushing against a compliant support
contact with one hand while reaching for an object far
away with the other hand (see Fig.1). The problems of
the manipulation of compliant objects and the handling
of unexpected disturbance forces are beyond the scope of
this paper. Moreover, the proposed control approach does

The authors are with
-Sorbonne Université, UPMC Univ Paris 06, UMR 7222, Institut des

Systèmes Intelligents et de Robotique, F-75005, Paris, France
-CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, UMR 7222, Institut

des Systèmes Intelligents et de Robotique, F-75005, Paris, France
{liu, padois}@isir.upmc.fr

Fig. 1. Examples of balancing on non-rigid contacts during whole-body
task execution.

not handle anticipatory aspects of balance, but it provides
a reactive mechanism to maintain balance while multiple
motion and contact tasks are being performed in a compliant
environment.

A. Related work

The humanoid whole-body control problem has been
addressed by different types of whole-body controllers,
using analytical approaches [1]–[3], constrained quadratic
programming [4]–[7], or a mixture of them [8,9]. These
controllers are either developed for rigid environments, or
validated only in rigid contact scenarios. In general, a
valid set of contact forces during whole-body task control
can be found by solving a multi-objective problem with
a set of elementary task objectives as well as constraints,
such as whole-body dynamics, friction cone constraints for
non-sliding contacts, and linear complementarity conditions
[6,7,10], which implies zero relative motions between two
bodies in contact when normal contact force is non-negative.
In the case of rigid contact with static environment, the linear
complementarity condition implies two constraints: (i) the
motion of the contact point is zero and (ii) the contact force
along the normal to the contact surface is non-negative. The
zero motion constraint may not necessarily be true in the case
of non-rigid contacts, since the velocities or accelerations of
contact points may be non-zero, although the relative motion
between the two contact points remains zero. In this case,
hybrid control methods [11] that control forces and motions
in orthogonal directions are not applicable. Therefore, the
controller should take into account the dynamic relation
between the contact point position and the contact force,
rather than just control the contact force alone.



Such physical interaction dynamics is taken into account in
impedance control [12] with the idea of controlling the rela-
tion between the contact point motion and the reaction force.
Traditional impedance control [12]–[14] computes the target
impedance of the robot according to the estimated impedance
of the environment, which requires high quality measurement
of interaction forces. In [15,16], learning approaches are
applied to optimize the robot impedance. Such approaches do
not require interaction force sensing and can be adaptable to
variable environment impedance. However, the application of
such approaches in the context of humanoid balance control
with non-rigid contacts is not suitable. First, these methods
rely on trajectory-based learning and adaptation algorithms,
whereas there is not necessarily a reference motion trajectory
for each support contact in the whole-body balancing context
considered here. Furthermore, they need to explore the entire
state-action space if a globally optimal solution is to be
found, which is impossible for high dimensional robots such
as humanoids.

The problem of humanoid balance control with deformable
contact support was addressed in [17], which proposed a
posture planning approach assuming that the contact material
properties are known. A difference of the present paper with
respect to [17] is that the approach proposed here does not
require the knowledge of the rigidity of the environment, and
the controller works online in a reactive way.

B. Contribution

The contribution of this work consists in a reactive
controller for whole-body balancing of humanoid robots
performing whole-body tasks in unknown compliant envi-
ronments. As the motions and forces at support contacts
are related to whole-body task executions, their reference
trajectories are unavailable a priori. Therefore, this approach
focuses on the regulation of contact forces in a reactive way.
It reacts to the motions of non-rigid contacts in real-time
during whole-body movements, with the aim of establishing
contact equilibrium quickly.

A frictional non-rigid contact model is proposed (Section
II) both for simulation and for control. The model parameters
of the non-rigid environment are unknown to the controller.
The force regulation approach does not try to estimate the
impedance parameters of the environment, but it regulates
contact forces by reacting to environment motions directly.
This reactive control approach is embedded in an optimiza-
tion based multi-task controller (Section III), which has been
used to achieve whole-body control of humanoid robots in
rigid environments. However, the reactive principle of the
approach proposed here is general and can also be applied
in many other whole-body controllers to handle non-rigid
support contacts. Examples using this approach are provided
in Section IV, where a humanoid robot performs reaching
and stepping actions in a non-rigid environment. Further
research directions related to this approach are presented in
Section V.

Fig. 2. Modeling of a frictional non-rigid contact with a mass spring
damper system and Coulomb’s friction cone.

II. CONTACT MODELING

This work considers the handling of non-rigid support
contacts. The environment is assumed to be passive and
the contact surface at each contact point is supposed to be
flat. The direction perpendicular to the contact surface and
pointing towards the robot is denoted by n. The interaction
force exerted by the robot on the environment is F =
[Ft

T ,Fn
T ]T , with Ft, the tangential contact force and Fn =

−Fnn, the normal force (the component perpendicular to the
contact surface).

The dynamics of a non-rigid environment here is modeled
as a mass-spring-damper system as shown in Fig. 2. A rigid
mass is attached to a massless spring with spring constant
k and a massless viscous damper with constant d. In the
model used here, the mass only moves along the directions
n or −n. The position of the contact point along n is
denoted as p = pn. The normal velocity of the contact
point with respect to the world frame W is denoted as vn.
The length of the spring is limited. When the spring is not
completely compressed, the magnitude of the normal contact
force exerted by the robot on the environment is

F n = mp̈+ k∆p+ dṗ, with ‖∆p‖ ≤ ∆pmax (1)

where ∆p = p − p0 is the displacement of the mass
with respect to its rest position p0, and ∆pmax is the limit
amount of the displacement. When the spring is completely
compressed, the contact becomes rigid. For the contact to
exist, the normal contact force must be non-negative: Fn ≥ 0,
because the contact point of the robot can only push the mass
but not pull it (unilateral contact).

To ensure a non-sliding contact, the frictional contact
force is constrained to lie within the Coulomb friction cone:
C = {F | ‖Ft‖ ≤ µ ‖Fn‖}, where µ > 0 is the friction
coefficient at the contact point. The friction cone is usually
approximated by a k-faced convex polyhedron so that the
non-sliding contact constraint can be formulated as a linear
constraint.



III. REACTIVE WHOLE-BODY CONTROL UNDER
NON-RIGID CONTACTS

The reactive whole-body control proposed here solves a
set of elementary operational tasks as well as constraints
to ensure whole-body balance during task execution. An
elementary operational task considered here can be either
a motion task (e.g. center of mass motion task, hand motion
task, foot motion task, posture task, etc.), or a contact task
(hand contact task, foot contact task, etc.). Especially, the
above-mentioned contact model is used here to adapt whole-
body movements to frictional non-rigid support contacts.
The whole-body control of all the tasks and constraints
are formulated as a Linear Quadratic Programming (LQP)
problem (2). The output of this LQP problem is the optimal
joint accelerations q̈, joint torques τ , and contact forces F .

arg min
q̈,τ ,F c

∑
i

∥∥∥Ji(q)q̈ + J̇i(q)q̇ − p̈di
∥∥∥

2

Qi

(2a)

+
∑
c

∥∥∥F c − F d
c

∥∥∥
2

Qc

(2b)

+ ‖τ‖2Qr
+ ‖q̈‖2Qr

(2c)

s.t. M(q)q̈ + b(q, q̇) = ST τ −∑
c
Jc(q)TF c (2d)

F c ∈ Cc (2e)
F c ≤ F c ≤ F c (2f)
τ ≤ τ ≤ τ (2g)

q ≤ 1
2 q̈δt

2 + q̇δt+ q ≤ q (2h)

where several task objectives are optimized subject to the
whole-body dynamics constraint (2d), the friction cone con-
straint (2e), bounds on contact forces (2f), joint torque limits
(2g), and joint limits (2h). M(q) is the generalized inertia
matrix. q̇ and q̈ are the vector of velocity and the vector of
acceleration in generalized coordinates, respectively. b(q, q̇)
is the vector of Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity induced joint
torques. S is a selection matrix for the actuated degrees
of freedom (DoF). Joint limit constraint (2h) is expressed
with respect to joint accelerations based on a discrete linear
approximation of joint positions with a time step of δt.

Objective (2a) minimizes the error of task acceleration for
elementary motion task control. Each motion task i is as-
sociated with a local proportional-derivative (PD) controller
p̈di = Kp,iei +Kd,iėi. The inputs of this PD controller are
task position and velocity errors (ei and ėi), and the output
is the desired acceleration p̈di of the controlled frame. Here
Kp,i and Kd,i are symmetric, positive definite gain matrices,
Ji is the task Jacobian, and Qi is a diagonal weighting matrix
to regulate the importance level of task i.

As the contact force F c affects the whole-body motion, its
appropriate value should be computed in consideration of all
the tasks to be performed and constraints to be met. There
are actually infinite contact force solutions that satisfy all
these task objectives and constraints. The regularization task
(2b) can be used to ensure the uniqueness of the solution
by mimizing the norm of F c. Indeed, as mentioned in [5],

contact tasks

motion tasks
(other than CoM)

CoM task

robot

environment

optimization

Fig. 3. Block schema of the whole reactive whole-body control system.

one can set the value of desired contact force F d
c in (2) to

zero, set the weight Qc to a low value compared to Qi, and
let the optimization to compute the appropriate value of F c.
However, in this work, which deals with non-rigid contacts,
F d

c is computed according to the local contact information,
in order to speed up robot reaction to non-rigid contacts. This
computation of F d

c is described in III-A. This desired contact
force is used to guide the search of the optimal contact
force in optimization (2), and the suitable value of F c is
still provided by (2) to satisfy all the constraints in (2).

Objective (2c) is a regulation term that minimizes the
norms of the variables τ and q̈. This objective is useful for
ensuring the uniqueness of the solution for redundant robots.
As this objective may increase the errors of other elementary
tasks, its weight Qr is set to a very low value compared
to other objective weights. The whole reactive whole-body
control system is summarized in Fig. 3.

A. Handling of interaction force at non-rigid support contact

In this work, a multi-contact state is supposed to be in
static equilibrium if there is no motion at support contacts.
Take the reaching scenario shown in Fig. 1 for example, if the
support hand pushes too slightly against the table surface, the
reaction force generated by the table is too weak to support
the robot’s leaning posture, and the robot may not be able to
provide enough joint torques to maintain its posture. In this
case, the contact is not in equilibrium as the support hand
will keep sinking with the table surface. If the hand pushes
strongly enough, the contact equilibrium may be established.
However, the multi-contact system usually does not have a
unique equilibrium state due to the redundancy of the system.
In the reaching scenario, three situations can be listed when
the robot leans forward to reach for an object:

1) if the hand contact force is weak, the robot may have
to strengthen a lot in order to maintain the leaning
posture.

2) If the hand pushes the table more strongly, a sufficient
reaction force is generated by the supporting surface
to maintain the leaning posture, and the robot does not
have to strength a lot to maintain contact equilibrium.

3) If the hand pushes the table too strongly, the robot may
have to strengthen a lot again in order to balance in-
ternal forces created by hand contact force to maintain
equilibrium.

As there is a wide range of hand contact forces that can
satisfy the equilibrium of the multi-contact system, it is



desirable to find appropriate contact forces to rapidly achieve
an equilibrium state in a natural way. Therefore, in addition
to the optimization of contact forces by a comprehensive
consideration of all the task objectives and constraints in
(2), the desired contact force is adapted to local contact
information. Indeed, as long as the contact point is moving
along the pushing direction, the robot cannot rely on this
contact point to maintain its equilibrium and the desired
contact force will be kept increased until the material is
sufficiently compressed and no more movement is produced
at the contact point (vc = 0). In this way, the contact
equilibrium is attained rapidly and the contact point can fully
support the whole-body task execution.

The regulation of the desired contact force depends on the
rigidity of contact materials. Although the contact material
is unknown a priori, the robot can adapt its rigidity by
pushing against it. Here the approach does not estimate
the parameters of a model of the environment, but it does
regulate the contact force in a reactive way. The idea is to first
apply a small amount of pushing force F c at the beginning of
contact (F d

c(t0) = F c) to activate it. If the contact surface
is soft, then it starts to move along the pushing direction
(vc > 0). Afterward, the variation of desired contact force
δF c is computed at each time step during the pushing action.

The form of δF c can be chosen by an analysis of the
energy variation during the pushing action1. At time t =
tl, the kinetic energy of the local interaction system is
1
2mc(tl) ‖vc(tl)‖2, where mc is the equivalent mass of the
robot-environment system at contact point c. Part of this
energy is supposed to be absorbed by the spring displacement
∆p, with the rest being dissipated by the damper after a short
amount of time ∆t

1

2
k∆p2 +

∫ tl+∆t

tl

d ‖vc(t)‖2 dt =
1

2
mc(tl) ‖vc(tl)‖2 . (3)

Substituting the total variation of the spring force from tl to
the end of pushing ∆F c = k∆p in (3) leads to

‖∆F c‖ =
mc(tl) ‖vc(tl)‖2 − 2

∫ tl+∆t

tl
d ‖vc(t)‖2 dt

‖vc(tl)‖∆t
. (4)

Supposing vc is constant from tl to tl + ∆t, the or-
der of magnitude of ‖∆F c‖ can be estimated to be(

mc(tl)
∆t − 2d

)
‖vc(tl)‖. This extra amount of spring force

needs to be balanced by extra robot contact forces finally
to maintain contact equilibrium. In fact, the increase of the
contact force at each time step may result in the increase
of the contact point velocity towards the pushing direction,
thus it may accelerate the pushing action until the material
is completely compressed with respect to the whole-body
motion of the robot. Based on the above analysis, the desired
contact force variation can have the same order of magnitude
as ∆F c does, which is proportional to vc(tl). Therefore, the

1It is assumed here that the impedance of the robot itself remains high
with respect to the impedance of the contact surface and that the energy is
mostly dissipated by the non-rigid environment.

desired contact force F d
c(tl) can be computed as follows

F d
c(tl) = F c(tl−1) + δF c(tl)

with δF c(tl) = a(tl)vc(tl),
(5)

where a(tl) is a non-negative parameter. A large value of a
corresponds to a small value of ∆t, which implies a faster
pushing action. To avoid abrupt changes in the contact force,
the value of δF c is bounded. Moreover, for safety reason,
the contact force is limited by its upper bound F c in (2f) to
prevent the robot from pushing too strongly when it touches
a very rigid surface at the end of the pushing action.

B. Center of mass control

During a quasi-static movement, the position of center of
mass (CoM) plays an important role in balance control. For
fixed contact point placements, the CoM must lie above the
projection of a convex set that is defined by the properties of
each contact placement [18]. In many applications, the CoM
target position is given a priori. For example, it is usually
fixed above the center of support polygon when the robot
is standing, or planned by predictive control for locomotion
[19]. Moreover, the CoM task is usually assigned with a
high priority with respect to contact force related tasks (not
contact constraints) to ensure balance. In this case, the CoM
position may dominate the control of contact forces. For
example, no matter what desired contact force is assigned
to a foot contact task of a standing robot, its real value
will be governed by the motion of the CoM. However, the
desired CoM position planned a priori may not be suitable
in a non-rigid environment, because the planner cannot take
into account the unknown rigidity of the contact surface.
Therefore, the planned CoM target position is adjusted here
to adapt to the compliance of the environment, or in other
words, to the desired contact forces at non-rigid support
contacts.

The adaptation of the CoM position is based on a simpli-
fied model of the robot, including a punctual mass (m) at the
CoM linked to several massless legs or arms. This simplified
model is in static equilibrium under desired contact forces
F d

c if
∑
c
F d

c +mg = 0 (6a)
∑
c
pc × F d

c + pcom ×mg = 0 (6b)

F c ∈ Cc, (6c)

where F d
c is computed in (5), g is gravity acceleration, pc

is the position of contact point c, and pcom is the CoM
position. Condition (6c) is momentarily neglected here since
it is accounted for when solving (2). The other two conditions
(6a) and (6b) allow us to compute pdcom compatible with F d

c

by solving
∑

c

pc × F d
c − pdcom ×

∑

c

F d
c = 0. (7)

It can be proved that the components of pdcom in the plane of
contact surface can always be found by solving (7), as long as



Fig. 4. Snapshots of the robot reaching with one hand supported by a
table. The table on the right is softer than the one on the left.

the contact forces along the normal direction are constrained
to be non-zero, which can be ensured by setting F c > 0

in (2f). Note that pdcom is computed to be adaptable to F d
c

but with (6c) neglected. Therefore, to ensure equilibrium for
the robot, the adapted CoM target position pdcom should be
further constrained within its admissible domain defined by
(6), which can be obtained by using the approach described
in [18].

IV. RESULTS

The reactive whole-body control proposed in section III
is applied here to handle multiple non-rigid contacts during
whole-body task execution. The approach is applied to a
38-DoF free-floating iCub robot in the simulator XDE [20],
which is a software environment that manages physics real-
istic simulation. Some example applications of the proposed
approach can be seen in the video attached to this paper.
These applications are: reaching with one hand supported
by tables of different degrees of rigidity and stepping on a
soft floor.

A. Reaching with one hand supported by a soft table

In this scenario, the robot is standing on the ground and
reaching for an object above a table with its right hand. As
the object is far away, its left hand is in contact with the table
to obtain an additional support that increases its reaching
ability (see Fig. 4). The non-rigid table is modeled using the
model described in II. The controlled motion tasks include
the 2-D CoM position task, 6-D the right hand position and
orientation task, the 32-D posture task, and the 1-D head
position task. The right hand target position is the object
above the table. The posture task tries to keep the body
upright. The contact tasks handle the left hand contact with
the table and eight foot contacts with the ground. Each
contact force is constrained to lie inside a friction cone
to avoid slippage. The maximum magnitudes of the hand
contact force F c and of its variation δF c are set to 50N
and 1.5N , respectively. The minimum contact force F c is
set to 2N to keep the contact active.

In this experiment, different degrees of rigidity of the table
are tested, from a very soft case to a nearly rigid case.
In all these tests, the robot is able to adapt the pushing
behavior of the left hand, and the right hand successfully

Fig. 5. The contact force between the left hand and the table (above)
and the variation of desired contact force (below). The stiffness of the table
is modified, from k = 300N/m to k = 3000N/m, the contact point
displacement is limited by ∆pmax = 5cm, and d is set to 2

√
k.

Fig. 6. The contact force between the left hand and the table (above), the
variation of desired contact force (middle), and the hand velocity (below).
The stiffness of the table is k = 300N/m, and a is changed from 2Ns/m
to 6Ns/m. A larger a results in stronger contact force, but establishes
contact equilibrium faster; while a smaller a provides weaker support force,
resulting in more fluctuation of velocity during whole-body task execution.

reaches the goal. The resulting hand contact force (F c) as
well as its desired variation (δF c) is shown in Fig. 5, with
the coefficient a set to 5Ns/m.

This figure shows that the hand contact force converges
no matter if the table surface is soft (k = 300N/m) or
hard (k = 3000N/m). When the table is soft, larger force
variations are generated during the pushing action in order
to establish contact equilibrium quickly. The softer the table
is, the stronger the resulting contact force becomes. This
is logical since the soft table displaces easily while being
pushed, so that the hand sinks together with the table, making
the body lean forward more. Thus more reaction force is
needed from the table to support the bended posture.

The role of a is to regulate the ratio of force variation with



respect to contact point velocity. In Fig. 6, contact forces
as well as contact point velocity with respect to different
values of a and the same table stiffness (k = 300N/m) are
shown. It can be seen that a larger a makes the contact point
sinks faster, resulting in stronger contact force, but making
the velocity converges to zero faster; while a smaller a
provides weaker support force, resulting in more fluctuation
of velocity during whole-body task execution. The choice
of the value of a depends on how quickly the equilibrium
is desired to be established. However, a too large a may
result in too large force variation. Therefore, the magnitude
of the force variation is bounded here to avoid large peaks
in contact forces.

The computation time for the proposed control algorithm
for this experiment is presented in Figure 7. It can be seen

Fig. 7. Computation time for the control algorithm.

in Figure 7 that for the iCub robot with 38 DoF performing
13 motion and force tasks, and with a total task dimension
of 68, the computation time for the control algorithm is
within 10ms without any specific code optimization. Real
time implementation of the proposed approach on a torque
controlled humanoid robot can thus be envisioned.

B. Stepping on a soft floor

In this experiment, the robot keeps switching its stance
foot on a soft floor (see Fig. 8). The soft floor is modeled
as two separate movable planks, one under each foot. The
controlled tasks include the CoM task, the moving foot task,
the posture task, and the stance foot contact task. Each foot
contact force is constrained to lie inside a friction cone to
avoid foot slippage. As mentioned in section III-B, instead of
manually switching the CoM target position between above
the two feet, it is computed automatically based on the
desired foot contact force by solving (7).

The resulting foot contact forces and the profile of the
CoM position are shown in Fig. 9. Here the CoM reference
position is computed according to foot positions and desired
foot contact forces. One can obtain similar results by first
defining the CoM reference trajectory, and then let controller

Fig. 8. Snapshots of the robot stepping on a soft floor.

Fig. 9. The contact forces on left foot (lf) and right foot (rf) (above), the
variations of desired foot contact forces (middle), and the positions of CoM
and the feet (below). The stiffness of the floor is k = 1000N/m, and a is
set to 10Ns/m.

(2) to find appropriate foot contact forces without adaptation
to ground rigidity. This is because for a humanoid robot
which is a biped, there is not much contact redundancy, and
the position of the CoM largely influences the foot contact
forces. However in case of contact redundancy, where not all
the contact forces are dominated by the weight of the robot,
it could be reasonable to first optimize all the contact forces
according to environment rigidity and balance condition, and
then compute the CoM target position that is compatible with
the desired contact forces.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a reactive control approach is proposed for
balancing on multiple non-rigid contacts during whole-body
task execution. The contribution here is to endow existing
whole-body controllers, which usually work for non-rigid
environments, with the ability to adapt to unknown non-
rigid environments. The goal of this adaptation is to obtain
sufficient reaction forces from the environment to support
the whole-body motion in a relatively natural way.

The proposed approach finds optimal robot control inputs
(τ ) and optimal contact forces by solving an optimization



problem, which takes into account all the elementary motion
task objectives, local support contact states, as well as vari-
ous constraints. The solution satisfies whole-body dynamics
constraint and friction cone constraints to ensure whole-
body balance. Experiments on a simulated iCub robot are
conducted to demonstrate that this approach allows the hu-
manoid robot to maintain balance in non-rigid environments.

One future research direction is to further study how
to combine the proposed approach, which is reactive and
adapts to non-rigid environments, with some motion planning
techniques, which may optimize the robot motions from
a global point of view, but are usually not adaptable to
unknown non-rigid environments.

Moreover, the current version of this reactive whole-body
controller handles contacts for balance support. It would be
interesting to extend such whole-body control by incorporat-
ing other types of elementary physical interaction tasks, such
as interactions with humans through end-effector contacts.
One way to achieve this goal is to apply an impedance
controller, which has been applied to robotic manipulators
to achieve safe and robust interactions [16,21], to locally
control the interaction with humans.
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4 Balancing on compliant contacts: model-based control
approach

When a model of the environment is available or has been incrementally learnt, using this
model does not only provide the necessary adaptation to the new conditions but allows to
obtain efficient behaviours that could not be obtained otherwise. It thus makes much sense
to try to model the compliant environment.

4.1 Model modifications induced by compliant contacts

When dealing with compliant contacts, modifications are induced in the equation of motion
and kinematic constraints expression. The former writes

M(q)ν̇ + C(q, ν)ν +G(q) = Bτ + J>rigid(q)frigid + J>comp(q)fcomp, (5)

while the latter is decomposed in two sub-equations

Jrigid(q)ν̇ + J̇rigid(q)ν = 0 (6a)

Jcomp(q)ν̇ + J̇comp(q)ν = p̈Ccomp , (6b)

where J>rigid(q), frigid, J>comp(q) and fcomp respectively represent the contact Jacobian in the
rigid contact directions, the associated rigid contact wrench, the contact Jacobian in the
compliant contact directions and the associated compliant contact wrench. Without loss of
generality, contacts are here supposed to be either strictly rigid or compliant2. p̈Ccomp is the
compliant contact points linear and angular acceleration which is assumed to be a function
of the state of the contact points and of the derivative of the compliant contact wrench3

p̈Ccomp = z
(
pCcomp , RCcomp , ṗCcomp , ωCcomp , ḟcomp

)
.

4.2 Augmentation of the relative degree of the controlled outputs

From the modified model, it can be shown that f cannot be considered as an independent
intermediate control input any longer as its evolution is subject to the contact points
dynamics which is a function of ḟ . ḟ becomes the new independent intermediate control
input and it can be concluded that compliant contacts augment the relative degree of the
controlled outputs. This means that Equation (4) has to be differentiated in order to relate
ḟ to the desired center of mass behaviour. The computed contact force derivative can then
be fed into Equation (6b). Assuming that a good measurement of the compliant contact
forces is available and that z can be estimated with high bandwidth and precision through
measurement, whole-body dynamics estimation and/or contact model parameters estimation,
one can then directly solve the whole-body control problem.

2A given contact point can actually be rigid in some direction while compliant in other orthogonal ones.
3As an intuition, consider the example of a mono-dimensional spring-damper system described by the scalar

relation f = K(x− x0) + bẋ, the contact point acceleration can be written ẍ = 1
b (ḟ −Kẋ).
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Even if not formulated in this way, this is the approach retained in [34] where a “practical”
implementation is proposed. The proposed controller regulates both linear momentum and
angular momentum about the center of mass of the robot by controlling the contact forces at
soft contact surfaces4. Assuming that contact forces at the compliant surfaces are known (i.e.
via force-torque sensors) at the current instant, desired contact forces at the rigid contacts
are calculated in order to provide the required rate of change of the robot’s momentum.
However, since compliant contact forces are functions of surface deformations, there is not
any control on them at the current instant. Nonetheless, it is possible to control those forces
in the next instant by controlling the acceleration of the contact points. This can be done by
predicting one step ahead in time the compliant contact forces given the currently measured
ones and the contact model z. To implement the proposed method in practice, stiffness and
damping coefficients of the contact model have to be estimated beforehand by using contact
model parameter estimation methods such as in [35], [36], [37]. Details of the proposed
implementation can be found in the paper hereafter included.

4rigid contact can be accounted for as well without modifying the proposed method itself and with the
advantage of easing the estimation of the state of the floating base
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Balance Control Strategy for Legged Robots with Compliant Contacts

Morteza Azad and Michael N Mistry

Abstract— This paper proposes a momentum-based balanc-
ing controller for robots which have non-rigid contacts with
their environments. This controller regulates both linear mo-
mentum and angular momentum about the center of mass
of the robot by controlling the contact forces. Compliant
contact models are used to determine the contact forces at
the contact points. Simulation results show the performance of
the controller on a four-link planar robot standing on various
compliant surfaces while unknown external forces in different
directions are acting on the center of mass of the robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Balancing for legged robots, which is in fact preventing
them from falling over, has always the highest priority in
controlling their motions. This problem becomes much more
challenging if the supporting surface (i.e. usually the ground)
is not “rigid”. In reality, there is no completely rigid surface
but in practice we can assume a surface to be rigid if it is stiff
enough (i.e. deflection is negligible). Many of existing legged
robots are able to keep their balance on rigid surfaces but
still most of them have difficulties in dealing with compliant
supporting surfaces. To balance a legged robot on a soft
surface (e. g. on a thick carpet), the compliance of the contact
has to be considered by the controller, otherwise the robot
fails to balance and falls over.

Compliant contacts between robots and their environments
have been studied by some researchers in the area of hu-
manoids [5], grasping [16], animated characters [12], etc.
However, there have not been much efforts on balancing
legged robots on compliant surfaces. In this paper, we tackle
this problem and introduce a momentum-based balancing
controller which takes into account the effects of non-
rigid contacts between the robot and its environment. A
momentum-based controller, controls both linear momentum
and angular momentum about the center of mass (CoM)
of the robot. This type of controller is first suggested by
Goswami and Kallem [9] and then extensively used in recent
years by other researchers [1], [3], [10], [13], [14].

In this paper, we present a method to implement a
momentum-based control strategy to balance legged robots
on compliant surfaces. This is done by controlling the
supporting forces at the contact points. Non-linear compliant
contact models are used to calculate both normal and friction
forces between the robot and its environment. The normal
force model is the one that is introduced in [4]. It is a
modified version of the well-known Hunt-Crossley model
[11], [15] and is shown to be more accurate. We also use the

Morteza Azad and Michael N. Mistry are with the School of Com-
puter Science, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, UK. m.azad and
m.n.mistry at bham.ac.uk

friction force model in [2] which has a similar non-linearity
to the normal force model. To implement the proposed
method in practice, stiffness and damping coefficients of the
contact model have to be estimated beforehand by using
contact model parameter estimation methods such as [6],
[7], [8]. Note that, using other contact models (e. g. linear
models) does not influence the proposed control strategy. So,
in practice, any valid contact model which experimentally
fits the contact between the robot and its environment can
be incorporated in this control algorithm.

Our proposed strategy converts the balance problem to a
linear constrained optimization problem which its output is
the vector of desired joint accelerations. It first calculates the
desired supporting forces at the contact points by using the
robot’s momentum. Then, based on the contact model and
by using the Jacobian of the contact points, it converts the
desired contact forces to the desired joint accelerations. At
the end, by using the inverse dynamics of the robot, the joint
torques are calculated.

Finally, we implement the proposed control strategy on
a planar four-link robot in simulation. The robot is to
keep its balance while it is being disturbed by unknown
external forces applying to its CoM in vertical and horizontal
directions.

II. COMPLIANT CONTACT MODEL

This section briefly explains the contact model which is
used to calculate normal and tangential contact forces in our
dynamics simulator.

A. The Geometry of the Contact

We model each contact surface as a set of contact points.
Therefore, the resultant contact force is the sum of the
contact forces at the contact points and the location of the
center of pressure depends on this summation and it may
be none of these contact points. The compliant (normal
and tangential) contact forces at each contact point depend
on relative (normal and shear) deformations and their rates
of changes at that point. In general, the normal (to the
surface) at each contact point is not necessarily in the vertical
direction. So, we define a local coordinate frame at each
contact point which its z axis is in the direction of the normal
vector. These coordinate frames are fixed with respect to the
inertial frame. Therefore, displacements of each contact point
in its local frame are equal to the deformations at that point.

Let Ri represent the rotation matrix of the ith local
coordinate frame with respect to the inertial frame XY Z.
Also let pi = (xi, yi, zi)

T and ṗi = (ẋi, ẏi, żi)
T represent

the position and velocity of the ith contact point (cpi) in the
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inertial frame and ri = (xri , yri , zri)
T represent the origin of

the ith local frame with respect to the inertial frame (ṙi = 0).
Therefore, the relative position and velocity of cpi in its local
frame is

ηi = RT
i (pi − ri) = RT

i

xiyi
zi

−RT
i

xriyri
zri

 =

ξiεi
ζi

 (1)

and

η̇i = RT
i ṗi =

ξ̇iε̇i
ζ̇i

 , (2)

where RT
i is the transpose of Ri and Ṙi = 0. Note that at

the instant of the beginning of the contact pi = ri.

B. Normal Force Model

To calculate the contact normal force we use the contact
model in [4] which is

fn = max(0, kδ
3
2 + λδ

1
2 δ̇) , (3)

where fn is the normal force, k and λ are the stiffness and
damping coefficients and δ is the local normal deformation
at the contact point. According to (1), the local deformation
in the normal direction at cpi is δi = −ζi. So, we can write
the normal force model for this point as

fni
=
{ 0 if ζi > 0

max(0,−
√
−ζi(kiζi + λiζ̇i)) if ζi ≤ 0

(4)

where ki and λi are the coefficients of stiffness and damping
at cpi, respectively. Note that fni

is always positive implying
that the normal force is unilateral.

C. Tangential Force Model

Tangential or friction force is calculated by using the
model which is introduced in [2]. According to this model,
when there is no slipping, the tangential force at cpi is

fsi = −
√
−ζi(kiui + λiu̇i) , (5)

where fsi is a 2×1 vector, ui is the shear deformation at cpi
and u̇i is the rate of change of ui which are

ui =

[
ξi
εi

]
and u̇i =

[
ξ̇i
ε̇i

]
. (6)

In the case of slipping, friction force is limited to the
friction cone and its magnitude is µifni , where µi is the
friction coefficient at cpi. Note that in this case, (6) is no
longer valid and u̇ has to be calculated from

u̇ =
ff i +

√
−ζikiu

−
√
−ζiλi

,

where ff i is the friction force at cpi as

ff i =
{ fsi if |fsi| < µifni
µifni

|fsi|
fsi otherwise

(7)

For more details on the contact model readers are encouraged
to refer to [2].

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

In this section, we introduce a balancing control algorithm
for a robot with compliant contacts with the environment.
The main difference between rigid and compliant contacts
is that, in the latter case, the contact points have non-
zero accelerations. Controlling these accelerations allows
us to control the external forces acting on the robot and
consequently to control the robot’s momentum.

The strategy of the proposed controller is to determine
desired values for the contact point accelerations (and conse-
quently for the joint accelerations) to achieve the desired rate
of change of the robot’s momentum which is denoted by ḣd
in this paper. We calculate ḣd by using a momentum-based
control algorithm which controls both linear and angular
momenta of the robot. The control laws for this controller
are

ḣd =

[
mkp(cd − c) +mkv(ċd − ċ)

kl(ld − l)

]
, (8)

where m is the total mass of the robot, l is the angular
momentum about the CoM, c is the location of the CoM and
kp, kv and kl are the gains of the controller. Also subscript
d represents the desired value of each variable.

A. Contact Model for the Controller

For the purpose of the controller’s calculations we use the
same contact model that already described in section II but
we limit the contact point accelerations by the controller to
ensure that there is no slipping nor breaking of the contacts.

1) Constraints: According to (4), the necessary condition
for the normal force to prevent breaking of the contact at cpi
is

kiζi + λiζ̇i < 0 , (9)

which, by using (1), it can be written as

Sζ R
T
i (ki(pi − ri) + λiṗi) < 0 , (10)

where Sζ = [0 0 1].
To avoid slipping, the friction force is limited by the

controller to be inside the friction cone. Here, to have linear
constraints, we approximate the friction cone by a convex
tetrahedral cone. By using this approximation we have

| − δ
1
2
i (kiξi + λiξ̇i)| < −µi

√
2

2
δ

1
2
i (kiζi + λiζ̇i) , (11)

and

| − δ
1
2
i (kiεi + λiε̇i)| < −µi

√
2

2
δ

1
2
i (kiζi + λiζ̇i) , (12)

which any of them can be written as two inequality con-
straints and therefore, in matrix forms as

SξR
T
i (ki(pi − ri) + λiṗi) < 0 , (13)

and
SεR

T
i (ki(pi − ri) + λiṗi) < 0 , (14)
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where

Sξ =

[
−1 0

√
2

2 µi

1 0
√

2
2 µi

]
and Sε =

[
0 −1

√
2

2 µi

0 1
√

2
2 µi

]
.

So we can write all five constraints (10), (13) and (14) for
cpi as

Ai(pi − ri) + Biṗi < 0 , (15)

where Ai = kiSR
T
i , Bi = λiSR

T
i = (λi/ki)Ai and

S = [STξ STε STζ ]T . Therefore, constraint (15) for all contact
points will be

A(p− r) + Bṗ < 0 , (16)

where p = [pT1 pT2 . . . pTn ]T , r = [rT1 rT2 . . . rTn ]T , n is
the total number of the contact points and

A=


A1 05×3 . . . 05×3

05×3 A2 . . . 05×3

...
...

. . .
...

05×3 05×3 . . . An

,B=


B1 05×3 . . . 05×3

05×3 B2 . . . 05×3

...
...

. . .
...

05×3 05×3 . . . Bn

.
2) External Forces: Assuming that there is no loss of

contact and slipping at the contact points, the contact force
at cpi in its local frame is

fi = −δ
1
2
i kiηi − δ

1
2
i λiη̇i

= −δ
1
2
i (kiR

T
i (pi − ri) + λiR

T
i ṗi) . (17)

Transforming fi to the inertial frame yields

Rifi = −δ
1
2
i (ki(pi − ri) + λiṗi) . (18)

where Rifi is a 3×1 vector representing the contact forces
at cpi expressed in the inertial frame.

3) External Moments: For the controller’s calculations we
also need the moment of the external forces about the CoM.
Let di = pi−c denote the relative position of cpi to the CoM
in the inertial frame. By defining a 3 × 3 skew symmetric
matrix Di as

Di =

 0 −dzi dyi
dzi 0 −dxi

−dyi dxi
0

 ,
where dxi

, dyi and dzi are the components of di in x, y and
z directions, respectively, we can write the external moment
for the ith contact force about the CoM as

τ i = DiRfi . (19)

4) The Rate of Change of Momentum: The rate of change
of the robot’s momentum about its CoM due to the contact
forces at cpi in spatial form is

ḣi = −δ
1
2
i

[
kiDi (pi − ri) + λiDi ṗi

ki (pi − ri) + λi ṗi

]
= Mi(pi − ri) + Niṗi , (20)

where

Mi = −kiδ
1
2
i

[
Di

I3×3

]
,Ni = −λiδ

1
2
i

[
Di

I3×3

]
=
λi
ki

Mi , (21)

and I3×3 is a 3×3 identity matrix. Thus, the total rate of
change of the robot’s momentum is

ḣ =
n∑
i=1

ḣi + G = M(p− r) + Nṗ + G , (22)

where M = [M1 M2 . . . Mn], N = [N1 N2 . . . Nn] and
G is the external moment of the gravity about the CoM.

B. Desired Accelerations

Due to the compliance of the contact, the external forces
acting on the robot and therefore ḣ are known in the current
instant of simulation and cannot be changed by the control
torques. However, these torques are able to control the value
of ḣ in the next instant of simulation. Hence, the objective
of the controller is to control the external forces in the
next instant by determining the desired values of the joint
accelerations and torques in the current instant of simulation.

To calculate the desired external forces in the next instant
of simulation, we need to predict the state variables (q and
q̇) in that instant. Assuming that the time interval between
two successive instants of simulation is ∆t and by using
first-order linear integration method we have

p∆t = p + ∆t ṗ and ṗ∆t = ṗ + ∆t p̈ , (23)

where p∆t and ṗ∆t are the controller’s predictions of p and
ṗ for the next instant of simulation, respectively, and p̈ is the
contact point acceleration. Also let M∆t and N∆t represent
the values of M and N in the next instant, respectively.
These values can be calculated by replacing (23) into (21)
and also replacing c with c∆t = c+ ∆t ċ for calculating di.

Therefore, the rate of change of the robot’s momentum in
the next instant is

ḣ∆t = M∆t(p∆t − r) + N∆tṗ∆t (24)

Substituting (23) into (24) yields

ḣ∆t = M∆t(p−r)+(M∆t ∆t+N∆t)ṗ+N∆t ∆t p̈ , (25)

which is a linear relationship between the rate of change of
momentum (ḣ) and the contact point accelerations (p̈). Note
that M and N are functions of the joint angles and therefore
M∆t and N∆t are functions of the joint angles and joint
velocities.

From the kinematics of the robot we can write

ṗ = Jq̇ =⇒ p̈ = J̇q̇ + Jq̈ , (26)

where J is the Jacobian of the contact points with respect to
the inertial frame. Replacing (26) into (25) yields

ḣ∆t = αq̈ + β , (27)

where

α = N∆t ∆tJ (28)
β = M∆t(p− r) + G

+ ((M∆t ∆t+ N∆t)J + N∆t ∆t J̇)q̇ (29)

which is a linear relationship between the rate of change of
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Fig. 1. graphical demonstration of the control algorithm

momentum (ḣ) and the joint accelerations (q̈).
Also by replacing (23) into (16), the constraints will be

A(p− r) + (A∆t+ B)ṗ + B∆tp̈ < 0 , (30)

which by using (26), they can be written as

γq̈ + φ < 0 , (31)

where

γ = B∆tJ (32)
φ = A(p− r) + ((A∆t+ B)J + B∆tJ̇)q̇ . (33)

Therefore, the balancing control problem becomes a con-
strained linear optimization problem with the objective func-
tion of

q̈d = ArgMin(||αq̈ + β − ḣd||) (34)

subject to the constraints in (31) and also the motion equa-
tions of the base frame (i.e. the floating base) which are due
to the under-actuation. Finally, by using inverse dynamics
methods, we can calculate the desired joint torques according
to the desired joint accelerations.

The control algorithm is graphically shown in Fig. 1.
Contact model parameters (ki, λi and µi), inertial parameters
of the robot and state variables (q and q̇) are used to calculate
the parameters of the objective function (α and β) and the
constraints (γ and φ) and motion equations of the floating
base. Control laws in (8) are calculated by using the robot
model and the state variables. Output of the optimization
problem is a vector of the desired joint accelerations (q̈d)
which goes through the inverse dynamic function and gives
us the required joint torques for applying to the robot.

IV. EXAMPLE: A PLANAR FOUR-LINK ROBOT

In this section, we implement our proposed control algo-
rithm on a four-link planar robot in simulation. The controller
is to balance the robot on the compliant ground while
external disturbances are applying to the robot. The robot
consists of a foot, a shank, a thigh and a torso. A schematic
diagram of the robot is shown in Fig. 2. The foot has
three degrees of freedom (DoF) which are under-actuated
and denoted by q1, q2 and q3. In fact, q1 and q2 are the
displacements of the origin of the foot in horizontal and

x

y
q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

q6

torso

thigh

shank

origin of
the foot

1

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the robot model and its coordinates

TABLE I
INERTIAL PARAMETERS OF THE PLANAR ROBOT (SI UNITS).

link mass length IG lc
foot 1.86 0.085 0.0038 0.051

shank 6.4 0.408 0.0504 0.257
thigh 20.26 0.425 0.1052 0.268
torso 40.6 0.68 1.28 0.422

vertical directions, respectively, and q3 is the rotation angle
of the foot. Thus, the whole robot has six DoF which only
three of them (i.e. q4, q5 and q6) are actuated. The lengths
of the links and their inertial parameters are mentioned in
Table I. In this table, IG is the moment of inertia about the
CoM of each link and lc is the location of the CoM of each
link with respect to its predecessor joint. For the foot, the
length is the distance between the origin of the foot and the
ankle joint.

The width of the foot (in x direction) is assumed to be
25cm. We assume that the heel is 5cm behind the origin
and the toe is 20cm in front of it. We consider six contact
points at the sole of the foot to make contact with the ground.
These points are evenly distributed along the sole from the
heel to the toe with 5cm distance between every two adjacent
points. The desired values of linear and angular momenta in
(8) are set to zero. The desired value of the CoM is set
to cd = [0.09 0.95]T and the controller gains are kp = 6,
kv = 3 and kl = 3.

To study the performance of the controller on different
contact surfaces, the results of three sets of simulations
are presented. The difference is in the parameters of the
contact model. For the soft surface we set ki = 3 × 104

and λi = 70, for the medium one we set ki = 3×105 and
λi = 700 and for the stiff surface we set ki = 3× 106
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and λi = 7× 103. These parameters are set to provide
different ground deformations under the robot’s foot. The
initial deformations of the ground due to the weight of the
robot for the soft, medium and stiff surfaces are 24mm,
5mm and 1mm, respectively. These are the initial values
of q2. Note that, although ki and λi change linearly for
the three different surfaces, the ground deformations change
in a non-linear rate which is due to the non-linearity in
the contact model. The robot starts from an initial position
q(t = 0) = [0, q2(t = 0), 0, π2 − 0.3, 0.5,−0.4]T with zero
joint velocities.

The simulations have been performed by using simulink
and Spatial software package [17]. To simulate the dynamics
of the robot, we use a continuous variable time step fourth
order Runge-Kutta integrator (ode45) with maximum step
size of 1ms. However, we run the controller at 1kHz rate
and therefore, ∆t = 0.001.

The external disturbances that are applied to the CoM of
the robot during 20 seconds of the simulations are: 1) 100N
in the −x direction at t = 2 for 0.1s, 2) 100N in the y
direction at t = 5 for 0.1s, 3) 100N in the −y direction at
t = 8 for 0.1s and 4) 70N in the −x direction and 70N in the
y direction at t = 11 for 0.1s. Note that the controller does
not have any knowledge about these external disturbances.
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Fig. 5. horizontal displacements of the origin of the foot
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Fig. 6. vertical displacements of the origin of the foot

Figures 3 and 4 show the location of the CoM of the
robot in x and y directions, respectively (i.e. xG and yG
in the plots), for soft, medium and stiff surfaces. Dashed
lines show the desired values of the CoM (cd). As can be
seen in these figures, movements of the CoM are almost the
same in all three cases which show that the control laws
are not affected by the stiffness of the surface. The effects
of the external disturbances on the CoM are clear in these
figures. At t = 2s, the first external disturbance moves the
CoM about 2cm in −x direction and has almost no effect on
yG. The second and third disturbances displace the CoM in
the vertical direction for about 3cm and the last disturbance
moves the CoM in both horizontal and vertical directions.
After that, and towards the end of the simulation, the CoM
approaches its desired values in x and y directions. Although
the rate of convergence is very low in horizontal direction.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 represent the values of q1, q2 and q3,
respectively, for all three surfaces. These figures clearly show
the differences between the deformations of the surfaces.
In the stiff surface, the foot is almost fixed whereas in
the medium and soft surfaces it deforms the ground up to
about 7mm and 31mm, respectively, at the origin of the foot.
The maximum deformation in the soft surface occurs under
the heel of the foot and it is 36.4mm. This is shown in
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Fig. 8 which represents the vertical displacements of the
contact points at the origin, heel and toe of the foot for
the soft surface. These deformations for our 63kg robot is
comparable with deflections of a rubber or cork ground under
a human’s feet.

As can be seen in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the foot moves a lot
more due to the first and last disturbances rather than the
second and third ones. This implies that unknown external
forces are much more disturbing in horizontal direction rather
than vertical direction. So the foot needs to move more to
provide the required supporting forces. Rapid changes at the
beginning of the simulations (more clear for soft and medium
surfaces) are due to the difference between the initial and
desired positions of the foot.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a strategy to implement a
momentum-based controller on robots with multiple compli-
ant contacts with their environments. The momentum-based
controller calculates the desired supporting forces according
to the robot’s momentum. Our proposed algorithm interprets
the desired contact forces as the desired accelerations of the
contact points by using the contact model at each contact
point. Then, by using the Jacobian of the contact points,
which converts the contact point accelerations to the joint
accelerations, the balance control problem becomes a linear
optimization problem to find the desired joint accelerations.
The constraints of this problem ensure that the contacts do
not break and no slipping occurs at the contact points.

As an example, we implemented the proposed controller
on a planar four-link robot in simulation. It is shown that
the controller is able to keep the robot’s balance on surfaces
with different compliances and in the presence of unknown
external disturbances. For the future work we are aiming to
implement this controller on a real robot (e.g. an iCub).
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4.3 Making use of reasonable rigidity assumptions

In practice, assuming that a good measurement of the compliant contact forces is available
and that z can be estimated with high bandwidth and precision through measurement is an
illusion. Force measurements are subject to high-frequency noises which in practice limits
the bandwidth of the available signal. Moreover, the estimation of the contact model z is
complex, and subject to many uncertainties.

There are actually many type of soft terrains that exert forces and torques not only de-
pending on their relative compression, but also on the robots joint torques. In these cases,
the soft terrain is subject to some rigid constraints that may allow the control of the robot’s
momentum through the external forces, which thus depend on the joint torques. This is the
case of a thin, highly damped carpet, which can be modelled, in the first approximation, as
a continuum of vertical springs. Each of these springs is assumed to compress vertically only,
and the other degrees of freedom are rigidly constrained, thus creating the aforementioned
relation between external forces and joint torques. This brings us back to the case of rigid
contacts even though the compliant force component fcomp in Equation (5) still needs to be
properly compensated for. This particular component cannot be measured separately from the
rigid component and a contact model is still needed to estimate it. This approach is the one
retained for the demonstration of Year 3 and it is described in details in Deliverale 5.3 [1].
This deliverable also provides an extension towards balance in contact with rigid dynamical
systems such as a seesaw.

5 Conclusion

In this deliverable, an overview of the work performed, within the framework of the CoDyCo
project, on balancing with compliant contacts is provided. This work is the result of tasks
T3.2, T3.3 and T5.3.

The adaptive approach described in [33] has the advantage of providing a way to
accommodate compliant contacts without the need for a model. Its major disadvantage lies
in the fact that it aims at reaching a state where, after a transient period, compliant contacts
are fully compressed and can be used as rigid ones. Unfortunately, in highly compliant
environment this is never the case and one actually has to balance with contact points
that remain compliant. A second disadvantage is that the proposed algorithm tends to
require more forces from the most compliant contact points. This may be critical if the cor-
responding contacts corresponds to fragile surfaces which may break under high contact forces.

The two other proposed approaches [34], [1] assume that a model of the compliant contact
is known. While the approach described in Deliverable 5.3 [1] is less sensitive to the quality of
the estimation of this model, the identification problem remains a complex one. At this stage
estimation is performed off-line through a tedious procedure. In practical cases where the
environment may not be known in advance, online estimation techniques would be needed.
However, these methods are still to be developed, in a context where estimating dynamic
quantities (for example the floating-base state) for rigid multi-body systems remains a recent
research topic [38], [39].
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